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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Mad May Sticker Sale
Find out more on page 5.

Ideas Bank: Girltopia
In this month’s Ideas Bank we take a closer
look at ways to use the Girltopia cards.

Tackling Gender-Based
Violence in South Sudan
Read about Mercy Beyond Borders
and discover how The Bears are
empowering women.

Resource of the Year
It’s time to bring in the referee, call in the
umpire, send for the arbitrator. That’s you!
Vote for your favourite card set for your
chance to win!
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Ideas

Bank
GIRLTOPIA:

A WORLD OF REAL

CONVERSATIONS
FOR REAL GIRLS
Girltopia (girl-topia) Central Victorian, 2010 [noun]
1. A place, an attitude, an ideal world of girlery.
2. Girltopian. An inhabitant of Girltopia, or a person in
whom Girltopia lives. 3. A place or inner world where
perfect is being yourself.

Explore values and identity: Randomly select a card. What are
society’s views about this subject? What are your parents’/your
friends’ views? What are your views?
Sharing experiences: Pick 3 cards to tell a story about what you’ve
learned from the experiences of women in your family. What have
other women in your family learned from each other? Invite your
mother/sister/grandmother to choose cards representing what they
have learned.

The Girltopia cards have been designed to support important,
developmentally-appropriate, conversations with girls. Such
conversations can also be part of strategies for working with many
issues facing girls and young women, such as body image, eating
disorders, depression, sexualisation and bullying.

The 64-page Girltopia booklet has a whole lot more suggestions
for activities and discussion. Once you have a little familiarity
with the cards you’ll find it easy to create activities, questions and
conversations that help unpack the hot topic of the day.

Not only are the cards a powerful trigger for stories, questions,
reflection, curiosity, awareness and learning, they’re also flexible
enough to be used in the classroom to explore topics as diverse
as human development, social and emotional literacy, health and
wellbeing, ethics and identity, and more!

Girltopia can support girls to:
• explore who they are and where they have come from;
• become more aware of feelings, boundaries and choices;
• grow their understanding of connection, communication, empathy
and assertiveness in relationships;

Emotional literacy: Spread the cards on a table and invite girls or
women to select and talk about one or more cards using questions
such as:

• develop discrimination and awareness in relation to media,
advertising and stereotypes;

• Is there a card that makes you laugh?

• experience healthy self-esteem and a positive relationship with their
own body;

• Is there a card that makes you feel shy?
• Is there a card that makes you squirm?

• explore beliefs, values and identity as part of a positive unfolding
of their maturing selves.

• Can you tell a story from your own experience about one of
the cards?
Human development: Choose a card from the BODY suit, and then
select one or more of the questions on the card to research and report
back to the group.
Reflection: Choose a quote or an illustration from one of the cards.
What does this mean to you? Try placing the card on your fridge,
dresser or bathroom mirror so you can reflect on its significance
throughout the week.

GIRLTOPIA
70 laminated full-colour cards, 150 × 150mm
Polypropylene tabulated box, 64-page booklet.
ISBN: 9 781 920945 497
Author: Jane Bennett
Illustrator and designer: Robyn Spicer

Product Code: 4150
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$62.50 inc. GST
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Empowering Young Women to Lead:

Tackling Gender-Based
Violence in South Sudan
The right question at the right time can be transformative. The right question can
create space for hope, uplift a community and change a person’s outlook for life.
Felicity Rorke knows better than most just how powerful questions can be.
Last year she travelled to South Sudan to provide training to young women
on behalf of Mercy Beyond Borders.
Delivered as part of a leadership course designed to support girls’
education, the training had a particular focus on the thorny issue of
gender-based violence. In South Sudan, as in other countries around
the world, war has had a significant impact on women’s well-being
and advancement, but so too have cultural attitudes in a region
where men and women alike struggle to access education.

The week-long course for young women in Narus, however, proved
extremely successful, combining leadership training and IT skilldevelopment with Felicity’s program on gender-based violence.
The program began by looking at gender roles and forms of gender
inequality, before exploring ways to respond to and prevent violence
against women in families and the community.

Mercy Beyond Borders (MBB), founded by American humanitarian
Sister Marilyn Lacey in 2008, has had a special focus on women in
South Sudan from the start. The organisation takes a three-pronged
approach to empowering women and their families: providing
funding for small entrepreneurial projects, which are designed and
implemented by the women themselves; promoting maternal and
child health; and, crucially, supporting the education of women and
girls by providing schooling and scholarships.

A fan of Innovative Resources’ tools since the Strength Cards first
appeared in the early 1990s, Felicity used both The Bears and Mates
Traits in her training. On Day 1 of the five-day course, Felicity asked
the girls to choose Bear cards to begin the process of reflecting on
feelings. ‘Feelings,’ Felicity points out, ‘are not a big focus in a place
like South Sudan where just surviving is a struggle.’
While some of the young women chose ‘sad’ Bears to reflect their
fears for family and friends, others picked ‘happy’ Bears because
they were pleased to be attending training. However, Felicity
observed that the girls also found it difficult ‘to see the Bears in any
way other than happy or sad,’ and was unsure if this was due to a
lack of vocabulary (the girls were proficient in English although it was
their second language) or lack of experience expressing emotions—
or a combination of both. But it wasn’t long before the group began to
get more creative given time to think and share ideas.

Felicity travelled extensively before becoming involved with MBB. ‘I
was keen to return to Africa and do something ‘useful’,’ she recalls,
‘So I contacted Marilyn and asked to go to South Sudan with her.’
The training Felicity developed drew on her seven years’ experience
as a senior manager of Family Violence Services at Berry Street, as
well as on her expertise in capacity-building and policy development.
Not that everything went smoothly on the ground. Only one of the
two workshops Felicity planned to deliver was able to proceed after
renewed conflict broke out, preventing her from travelling to the
venue in Rumbek.

Continued next page.
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From previous page.

The Bears came out again on Day 3, this time to explore, more
specifically, people’s feelings about the state of women’s rights
in South Sudan. Many of the girls chose two cards to display on
their desks, and there were some positive as well as negative
feelings represented. On the final day, a whole bundle of
compelling discussions broke out when Felicity produced the
Mates Traits cards. ‘They were great fun,’ she reported, ‘and
I used them to explore the theme of respectful relationships.’
Felicity began by encouraging the girls to think about
their female friendships and support networks before the
conversation shifted to boyfriends and husbands. Adding to
the complexity of the exercise, there were at least three
different ethnic groups represented among the forty young
women present. Aware that some of the girls were being
excluded because they represented the ethnic minority, Felicity
moved to break up the cliques by numbering them off to form
new groups. Although the experience proved challenging for
some of them, the Mates Traits cards helped the girls stay
focused on the key messages of supporting one another and
valuing friendships.
The session concluded with a role play exercise. In their
groups of four, the girls chose several cards showing the

characteristics of ‘mates’ and acted these out. Felicity was
extremely pleased with the effectiveness of the activity. ‘Their
role plays were really good, inventive and fun—and true to the
meaning behind the cards.’
Conscious that the training week in Rumbek was cancelled,
Felicity is keen to return to South Sudan to work with the other
group of young women there. Challenging and sometimes
disconcerting, the conversations about gender-based violence
left the young women in Narus with a new appreciation of their
identity, rights and potential. ‘This workshop has changed my
life,’ confessed one of the girls to Felicity.
In the meantime, Mercy Beyond Borders continues supporting
the girls’ education and is working towards raising $1000 a day
to provide scholarships to young women in South Sudan and
Haiti. Research proved long ago that the single most powerful
tool for raising families from poverty is to provide education for
women. It’s for good reason that MBB embraces the motto:
‘Where women learn, women matter.’
To find out more about the work of Mercy Beyond Borders,
visit: www.mercybeyondborders.org

The program began
by looking at gender
roles and forms of
gender inequality,
before exploring
ways to respond to
and prevent violence
against women in
families and the
community.
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Sneak

One thing I hope my
children remember
me for is …

Peek
Positive
Parenting Cards
in Development

As a parent,
I would like to
work on ...

Something my parents did that
I would like to do more of is …

,I
As a parent wonder ...

Parenting can be delightful, difficult, funny, heart-breaking
and enormously rewarding. It may be the very best—and
the most challenging—thing you have ever done. If you
are very fortunate, the highs and lows are interspersed
with precious glimpses of what an incredible privilege
being a parent is.

.

well togeth

er when …

The cards will be used by:
Something I
Parents
never seem
to ge
around to as
a parent is … t
Social workers
Family support workers
Parenting classes and programs
Welfare coordinators
Out-of-home carers
Psychologists
Family and couple’s counsellors
Educators, facilitators and trainers
… and anyone interested in parents and families!

Each card features an original line drawing by artist Anna Marrone, of
an everyday object that can be found in many family homes, such as
a toaster, a ball, a shoe, a pet’s bowl, a sandwich, a toothbrush or a
garden spade. Accompanying the line drawing is a sentence starter to
get the conversation rolling, such as:
I was proud of my children when …
Something I find difficult as a parent is …
As a parent, I was really surprised when …
A good thing about my family is …
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Innovative Resources—the not-for-profit publishing arm of St Luke’s
Anglicare—is developing a set of 40 cards called Positive Parenting
with Family Support worker, Lorraine Leitch. These cards will be
a wonderful tool for having conversations with parents about their
beliefs, experiences, stories, challenges, ideas, hopes and dreams for
their children and for themselves as parents.

•
•
•
•
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Release date: November 2014

We hope that this set of cards will be at home around the kitchen table
of many families, no matter how diverse the make-up and style of
those families may be.

The Bears Stickers
You’ve seen them on our parcels and they’re beloved by people
everywhere. They’re The Bear stickers and they are perfect for letting
everyone know how you’re feeling. Forget word-based surveys and
scales of 1 to 10; make evaluation fun by inviting clients or students to
show what they think with a sticker. You might have to bear with some
very honest responses...

(It’s BACK!!)

Strengths to the Max Stickers
Here come Max, Maxine and Maximillian the Third… in miniature!
Celebrate a galaxy of hidden strengths with these brightly coloured
stickers, perfect for older children, adults and young people. Strengths
to the Max goes a step beyond the ever popular Strengths Cards by
identifying a range of both familiar and unexpected strengths. Use
these stickers to recognise special effort, and qualities demonstrated
in life’s more challenging situations.

Have we come seriously unstuck? Are we peeling off the page?
Have we gone gummy in the gizzards?
Yes we have!!! Innovative Resources’ Mad May Sticker Sale is on
again! During the merry month of May, all our sticker packs are
half price, including our Bundle of Stickers and Kids’ Bundle of
Stickers. Make no mistake, we’re telling you to stick it!
Parents, teachers, counsellors and trainers: nab this moment to
top up your sticker reserves and prepare to celebrate the midyear achievements of your children, friends and colleagues.

Wonderful You Stickers
Wonderful You stickers can be used for all the traditional behavioural
awards much loved by parents and teachers, such as ‘being neat’ or
‘finishing first’. However, they can also be used to celebrate difference,
individuality and quirkiness. For example, what about the bravest
haircut? The most unusual hobby? The tiniest drawing or the
wobbliest jelly?!
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VOTE FOR OUR
VOTE FOR OUR

OF THE YEAR
RATE OUR TOP SIX
AND BE IN THE RUNNING
TO WIN 3 FREE CARD SETS.
Here at Innovative Resources there’s some
jostling going on between our six top sellers.
Every month they vie for the highest spot on
the sales ladder. We keep telling them to
‘Play Nice!’ but we strongly suspect that
at night, when all the humans have gone
home, there’s a little one-upmanship (or oneupcardship) going on—maybe even a little
good-natured sledging from the bookshelves!
So it’s time to bring in the Referee—call in the Umpire—
send for the Arbitrator. That’s you!
Between now and the end of June, Innovative Resources
is inviting you to settle the score–at least for the 2013/14
financial year. We are running an online ballot for the
‘Resource of the Year’ Award. During May and June one
of the Top Six will be profiled each week on the front of
our website. The resource that gets the most votes from
you will be declared the winner. And one random voter
will be a winner as well—they can choose any three
resources from the Top Six to receive as a prize.

The Top Six card sets that we
would like you to place in order
of preference are:

The Bears are off to a flying start in their campaign.
They are already flaunting the fact that there is
a Finnish version of this card set—check out the
photo of them showing off in Finland recently (we
will bring you the whole story of what they were
doing there next issue).

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Bears
Strengths Cards for Kids
Strength Cards
Picture This
Choosing Strengths
Cars ‘R’ Us

VOTE

RESOURCE

VOTE NOW! click here
for the online ballot paper
and be in the running to
receive 3 free card sets.
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Talking ecoLogical
Workshop

The Inspirational Trainer:
20 Inspiring Tips for
Trainers and Facilitators

Tools and techniques
for sustainability conversations

Tuesday, 27 May 2014 from 9:00 am to 4:30 pm
Karstens Melbourne, Conference and Meeting Venue
123 Queen Street, Melbourne
To take part in this workshop, click here
Babel Fish Group invites you to join Paul Z Jackson, the
internationally-acclaimed author of Impro Learning, 58½ Ways to
Improvise in Training, and The Inspirational Trainer on his tour to
Australia!

When:

9.30am–4.00 pm, Wednesday 14 May 2014

Where:
		
		
Cost:

60 Leicester Street, Carlton Vic 3053
(‘60L’—home of the Australian
Conservation Foundation)
$160

		
		

Includes morning and afternoon tea, a set of
Talking ecoLogical cards, Resource Notes

Registration: Required prior to the day of workshop.
Book here via Innovative Resources’ website
or email: info@innovativeresources.org

This one-day workshop with Paul will help you build on your
facilitative and communication skills, to be a more effective
designer and leader of workshops, trainings and meetings.

Want to build effective, fun, strengths-based conversations about
environmental sustainability in your organisation or community?

You will learn to refresh and revitalise any session by immediate
application of powerful tools and techniques. We’ll cover:

Then this one-day, highly-interactive and fun workshop is for you!

• Openings and energisers
• Gaining commitment from your participants
• Structures and sequences
• Ensuring variety
• Closing
• Planning to use your skills in real work situations.
Enjoy a fast-moving, practical and hands-on session that will
develop your skills in working with groups of participants. Sharing
his experience with improvisation, solutions-focus and a great
variety of client work, Paul Z Jackson leads this workshop about
workshops that is packed with stuff you can use straight away in
any training session, workshop or meeting.

• Facilitators needing structured, creative, fluent and engaging
workshops

You will leave the workshop with:
• a pack of the Talking ecoLogical cards
• a range of tools, techniques, ideas, and meaningful activities for
creating sustainability conversations in your workplace,
organisations, schools, communities or family
• ideas for creating a sustainability plan and building teams
• very practical principles and immediately applicable processes for
creating change
• ideas for using the Talking ecoLogical cards and other strengthsbased, solution-focussed resources too—featuring photos, cartoon
characters … the lot!
• Thoughts about creativity, sustainability and social justice
• some immediately applicable principles and techniques for creating
strengths-based, solution-focussed conversations
• a range of stories, quotes and ideas for enhancing sustainability
conversations
• connections with others involved in sustainability education
and initiatives
• a set of Resource Notes.

• Team coaches seeking to expand the toolbox and get better
results with clients

Facilitators

Expect an engaging mix of presentations, activities, reflection
and application of concepts to case studies and to real-life issues
generated by participants!
Who is this workshop for?
• Leaders aiming to communicate more effectively through
participative events

Ian McBurney: Author of Talking
ecoLogical card set and many other
sustainability publications and programs,
ecological sustainability educator,
business mentor, speaker and facilitator.

• Trainers who want to refresh their skills with participants.
Paul Z Jackson is a consultant, trainer,
facilitator and coach. He is co-founder and
current President of the Applied Improvisation
Network. Since graduating from Oxford
University, he has been variously a print
journalist, a senior comedy producer with
BBC Radio 4, founder of the More Fool Us
improvisation comedy team, and a university
lecturer. He is also co-author of The Solutions
Focus and Positively Speaking.

Russell Deal: Creative director of
Innovative Resources—a not-for-profit
publisher of solution-focused, strengthsbased tools for educators, counsellors,
supervisors and managers.
Ian McBurney
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